
C-57149 Gas Meter Mechanic A 

 
Descrip on: 
Pay Rate:  
Loca on: HCB1  
Supervisor: Susan Dopp 
Unpos ng Date: 07-30-2024 
  

About the Position:  Under direct supervision in a Meter Shop to perform general maintenance, testing and 
handling operations on gas meters as follows: wash, leak test, open, paint, sort incoming meters, seal and tag out-
going meters, retire obsolete meters or regulators, ship and receive metering equipment, operate fork lift and 
other lifting equipment and to assist Gas Meter Mechanics of a higher classification.  
  

Job Qualifications: 

 Should possess mechanical ability. Successful completion of accredited courses in mathematics through 
Elementary Algebra or an equivalent course agreed upon by Management and the Brotherhood. 

NOTE: After satisfactory completion of one year as a Gas Meter Mechanic A, the employee will be promoted to a 
Gas Meter Mechanic B upon meeting the qualifications and successful completion of Gas Meter Mechanic B 
school. 
  

Many of the terms and conditions of employment for this position are defined by the current L97 and/or L97C 
collective bargaining agreements (CBA’s).  Employees awarded positions are subject to and bound by the terms 
of these CBA’s as well as other agreements (MOA’s, MOU’s, … ) between the Company and Union.  If you have 
any questions please contact a L97, L97C Union Steward.  
  

L97C bidding procedure: 
All employees who are covered by the terms of the L97C CBA (Gold Book) are required, starting May 5, 2024, to 
submit job bids on or before the above close date electronically through the Sodales job bidding 
system.  Employees must submit bids through Sodales for both Gold and Blue Book positions.  The Company will 
not be accepting bids from L97C represented employees via email, fax or paper going forward. Informa on on 
accessing and using Sodales can be found on Gridhome, as well as this link sending you directly to Sodales. 

 
Candidates will be considered based on their seniority and the information provided on your application. 
Candidates who choose to submit incomplete applications may be deemed unqualified or ineligible for the posted 
position.  

L97 bidding procedure: 
All employees who are covered by the terms of the L97 CBA (Blue Book) are required, to submit bids on or before 
the above close date electronically through Sodales job bidding system (highly recommended), emailing bids to 
RecruitingNY@nationalgrid.com or fax bids to (315)401-7890. 

 
Bidders seeking to be considered have the responsibility to fully set forth your qualifications on the job vacancy bid 
form. Candidates will be considered based on their seniority and the information provided on, or attached to, the 
bid form. Candidates who choose to submit incomplete forms may be deemed unqualified or ineligible for the 
posted position. 
  


